PREVIEW: Monday, September 14 & Tuesday, September 15
LOADOUT: All items to be picked up within two weeks of closing date

**TRACTORS**
- 1995 Case-IH 9230, 855 Cummins, 12-lug 4x4, 375 hp, integrated auto steer, Outback guidance system, 510/85R42 tires, 3.88:14 ratio, extra front drive shaft universal joint, SN:EEO3D23287
- 1994 Case-IH 7240, MFWD, powershift, 3 pt, 3 hyd, 540/1000 PTO, new paint, rear return flow, 116’ front fenders, 30” front fenders, 16x4.80-16 rear tires, 4,480 hrs, new water pump, rear cover update, SN:48660170
- 2002 Case-IH 1010 rigid head, bal reel, sickle guards, rebuilt wire box, New belts, bearings, cutter bar, etc., Engine rebuild in 2018, SN:LLCC216100

**COMBINE**
- 1992 Case IH 1680, 22’ fold, front fold, mandrel, 16x30” tires, 5-shank, 30” shank, DMI 530B Ecolo-Tiger disc ripper, 16x30”, 2 pt, front fold, rebounders, SN:LLCC205030
- 2002 Case IH 1680 22’ fold, front fold, mandrel, 16x30” tires, 5-shank, 30” shank, DMI 530B Ecolo-Tiger disc ripper, 16x30”, 2 pt, front fold, rebounders, SN:LLCC205030

**PLANTER**
- 1995 Case-IH 8600 air drill, 30’, 7” spacing, 3-section fold, single air box, 600 bu, 14” folding corner auger, 1000 PTO, MFWD, powershift, 3 pt, 3 hyd, 540/1000 PTO, S/N823704

**HEADS & HEADER TRAILERS**
- 2002 Case IH 3200 non-chopping corn head, 800’7’ poly assoc, hyd disc plates, fully rebuilt, 300 acres on New Calmer chopping, S/N:410041000

**AIR DRILL**
- 1995 Case IH 9900 air drill, 37’, 34’x8’ fold, section fold, 3 point, hyd drive, rear pick up, rubber packing wheels, trucks on casters, never had fertilizer, full run monitor for each tube, New tubes & discs, spare brain box wackers on cart, never had fertilizer, full run monitor for each tube, S/N001226

**GRAIN CART**
- Flexico 2100X3000 grain cart, 600’6” 3pt folding corner auger, hyd run, 4000 bu, 14” folding corner auger, hyd run, 4000 bu, New drive shaft & transmission, New idler for duals, New locking & starter, recent work, S/N:CS20000

**DRI DRAIN**
- DMI crude oil tank, 30’ single section, rolling basket, replaced basket, new paint, factory weights
- Wi-Rich 4400 cultivation, 33’ 3-section fold, walking tandems, 300 gal poly tank w/return, 3 pt hydraulic cylinder, extra rebuilt cylinders
- Wi-Rich 4400 chisel pipe, 22’ 3-section fold, horizontal shanks, rebuilt cylinders, walking tandems, 3 pt bar harrow
- Kansasian tandem disc, 90’ 3-section, sprockets, Melroe harrows, 60’ 5-bar
- Melroe 6050 3x18’ front coulters

**ROW CROP EQUIPMENT**
- Lilliston Bush Hog rolling row crop cultivator, 12x30’, 3 pt, folding bar, gauge wheels
- Noble Ro-Runner row crop cultivator, 8x30’, 3 pts, 8-ft, rolling shanks

**HOPPER BOTTOM & OTHER TRAILERS**
- Alloway row crop cultivator, 8x30’, 3 pts, 8-ft, shields

**SPRAYER & SPRAY TRAILER**
- Summers Super sprayer pull-type spray, 90’, 2 pt, 750 gal poly tank, dual nozzles, vinyl connections
- 1995 Trailmobile single axle van body water trailer, 28’, spring ride, side door, 215,300 lbs. max, 15 tons, 24 tire tractor, Honda GX160 motor, Bumper Reel head, 30 gal mix cone, PH9 plumbed, 72”x18” hyd lift, 11P04.5 tires on steel rims, New poly floor & side boxes

**GRINDING EQUIPMENT**
- Westfield KD30-61 unloading auger, 67’x10’, 540 PTO, hyd lift, Westfield hyd & gate drive RA, poly auger

**OTHER EQUIPMENT**
- Rotary grass weeder, 2 pt, 540 PTO, hyd drive, New drive shafts & transmissions

**TILLAGE EQUIPMENT**
- DBS 3000 EcoTiger disc ripper, 30” discs, 5 shanks, 30’ share space, New leveling discs, 3-bar MO harrow, New points, fields ready, SN:48660170

Scott Lankow | 218.517.0545
or Justin Ruth at Steffes Group, 701.237.9173 or 701.630.5583
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